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Abstract— In two phase flow horizontal pipelines, there is a great importance on flow regime recognition in industrial 
processing and transporting. Different flow regimes induce different performances of the system. The prediction of the flow 
regime transitions is difficult due to the highly non-linear nature of the forces that rule the flow. This experimental study looks 
into the application of Acoustic Emission (AE) technology to recognize flow regimes in two phase (gas/liquid) flow. 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS-test) was used to distinguish AE captured signals. The results show the applicability and 
effectiveness of this method to detect and recognize two phase flow regimes. 
 
Index Terms— Acoustic Emission, Flow regimes, Two phase flow. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Two phase flow is one of the widely encountered 
multiphase flows occurrences in industry. It can be 
found in oil and gas, air-conditioning, power and 
process industries …etc. The behavior of two phase 
flow is more complex than that of single phase flow. 
Different densities, viscosities and speed of each phase 
highly affect the two phase flow actions. In addition to 
the effect of physical parameters of two phase flow, 
the geometry and diameter of the flow line and its 
orientation are other factors that affect the flow 
behavior. However, the most characteristic feature of 
two-phase mixture flows in pipes is their ability to 
acquire various distributions known as flow regimes. 
In horizontal pipes, there are four main common types 
of two phase flow regimes: Stratified flow when liquid 
and gas flow along the bottom and top of the pipe 
respectively, Slug flow when liquid waves touch the 
top surface of the pipe and move at a velocity much 
greater than the liquid average velocity, Bubbly flow 
when gas is scattered in the liquid as bubbles which 
move at a velocity similar to the liquid, and Annular 
flow when gas flows in the core with some entrained 
droplets of liquid while liquid flows as a thin film 
along the pipe walls. Each flow regime has unique 
hydrodynamics controlling the behavior of many flow 
parameters, such as mass and heat transfer, gas void 
fraction, pressure drops. Consequently, it is crucial in 
operations of two-phase flow systems to know the 
instantaneous flow regime. Normally, flow regime 
map is the way of identifying flow regimes. However 
flow regime map usually depends on superficial gas 
and liquid velocities which are not measurable during 
most of the on-line operations. In addition, only few 
factors are considered in building flow regime maps 
and none of them can be considered to be universal. 
Therefore the reliability of identifying flow regime 
using flow regime maps was not always guaranteed. 
Due to this limitation of flow regime maps, 
researchers have used two main ways to identify  

 
two-phase flow regimes: direct observation such as 
visual method or high-speed photography. The other 
method is extracted characteristics from two phase 
flow signals. Pressure fluctuation signals are widely 
used to identify flow regimes [1-5]. Also, Void 
fraction was also used to identify the flow regimes [6] 
;[ 7]. The flow measurement techniques that have been 
used to measure two-phase flow parameters are 
capacitance [8], vortex [9], and electrical probes [10]. 
However, these methods are often locally disturbed. 
And have difficulty to distinguish the boundaries 
between various flow regimes. However, because of 
the nature of the flow and other parameters such as 
diameter and inclination of the pipe, fluid properties, 
there is no universal technique that can be used as a 
reference of flow regimes. In this work acoustic 
emission technology will be employed to capture AE 
signals of two phase flow regimes and Kolmogorov– 
Smirnov Test (KS-test) used to distinguish between 
the flow regimes. 
 
ACOUSTIC Emission (AE) is defined as transient 
elastic waves within a material or a process producing 
in the spontaneous release of elastic energy [11]. This 
elastic wave is of higher frequency than audible sound 
(>20 kHz) and typically has a frequency range 
between 100 kHz to 1 MHz. AE systems typically 
consist of: AE sensors; preamplifiers; cables; and a 
data acquisition system [12] ; [13] 
To understand and interpret an AE signal, knowledge 
of certain basic phenomena is required. The most 
widely used features for analysis are, see Figure (1): 
• Arrival Time: refers to the time at which the signal 
amplitude first crosses a predetermined threshold 
level. This parameter is used to calculate source 
location. 
• Rise time: the time duration between the first 
threshold crossing of the burst signal and the peak 
amplitude.  
• Amplitude (peak amplitude): the largest voltage 
within the duration of the signal. This is an essential 
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parameter of the AE signal because the amplitude of 
the signal must exceed the threshold value for the 
signal to be detected. 
• Duration: the time interval between first and last 
threshold crossing in the burst signal.[14] ;[ 15]. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Typical acoustic emission signals parameters 

 
AE testing has many advantages, including: It can be 
used for pre-service and in-service testing; It’s a global 
monitoring system which means sensors can detect 
acoustic signals from large distances; It reduces cost in 
terms of rapid inspection; Shutdown is not needed and 
it can detect flaws in earlier stages; It is not sensitive to 
typical environmental noises; and It can be used 
simultaneously with other invasive and non-invasive 
techniques [14] ;[ 15]. As any other techniques, AE 
has some limitation and disadvantages such as: It is 
not repeatable because each loading is different and 
has a unique stress; the AE waves will be attenuated as 
they pass through the under test structure; AE is 
sensitive to other ultrasonic sources such as turbulence 
and crushing; it requires special sensors and signal 
processing; and its signals are weak comparing to 
vibration signals. [14] ;[ 15]Over the last decade, AE 
technology has been employed to monitor and 
investigate the characteristics of multi-phase flow. 
Yen and Lu [16] distinguished four main regimes 
(bubbly, slug, churn and annular) in an air/ water two 
phase flow in a vertical column by using AE and 
neural network techniques. Albion et al., [17] studied 
the flow regimes of powder in horizontal pipes by 
using AE technique. Addali [18] used AE to monitor 
and measure gas void fraction (GVF), of gas / water 
two phase flow. Shuib et al., [19] explored the 
correlation between AE signal and single bubble 
formation, motion and collapse. 
 
KOLMOGOROV–Smirnov test (KS-test) is a simple 
and precise technique found to be a powerful tool for 
goodness-of-fit. It is a statistical algorithm which used 
to compare the distributions of the values in the two 
data sets (x1 & x2) based on null hypotheses. Null 
hypothesis means x1 and x2 have the same continuous 
distribution that is H0: F1(x) =F2(x) for the all data of 
(x). The alternative hypothesis is that they have 
different continuous distribution that is H1: F1(x) ≠ 
F2(x) for the all data of (x). KS-statistic is achieved by 
calculating the distance (D) which is the maximum 

absolute difference between the cumulative density 
function (CDF) of x1 and x2 by the equation (1): [20] 
;[ 21] 
 

       (1) 
 
Where F1 (x) is the proportion of x1 values less than or 
equal to x and F2 (x) is the proportion of x2 values less 
than or equal to x.If the result H=1 means the 
hypothesis having the same distribution of the two 
data sets is rejected at the 5% significance level. If the 
result H= 0 means the hypothesis having the same 
distribution of the two data sets cannot be rejected at 
the 5% significance level. The p-value of KS-test is the 
probability of wrongly rejecting the null hypothesis if 
it is in fact true. It is equal to the significance level of 
the test for which the null hypothesis is rejected. Null 
hypothesis is unlikely to be true if p-value is small. 
The smaller it is, the more convincing is the rejection 
of the null hypothesis and the two data set distributions 
are different. I.e. H is 1 and H0 is rejected if the 
p-value is less than 5%. P-value is a strengthened 
indicator of evidence to reject the null hypothesis [20] 
;[ 21]. 
 
 
II. TEST RIG DESIGN 
 
To investigate the capability of AE for two phase flow 
recognition; a two phase flow test rig with all its 
instrumentation was designed and constructed as 
shown in Figure (2). A closed loop horizontal pipe 
with 2” (50 mm) inner diameter and 22 m in length 
was used. 17.4 m of this pipe was PVC, 4.0 m was 
Perspex to allow visual observation of the fully 
developed flow.  This pipe was connected to an air 
compressor with a maximum 10 bar output to feed the 
test rig with air. A brass gate type valve installed 
upstream of the gas flow meter used to control the gas 
flow rate. Tap water was linked to the test rig via a 
1HP pump with a maximum flow rate of 15 m3/hr. 
The water flow rate was controlled by using a 
throttling valve downstream of the pump. Both gas 
and water were metered before the point at which 
single phases where combined to form two phase flow 
using a vortex flow-meter (GF) and an 
electromagnetic flow-meter (WF) to measure gas and 
liquid velocities respectively. Temperature and 
pressure of the air and water were monitored before 
and after the combination of single phases using 
pressure (P) and temperature (T) transducers located 
on the test rig as show in Figure (2).  All the digital 
data of gas and liquid flow rates, temperature and 
pressure reading, were acquired using the lab view 
system. A two channel Physical Acoustics Emission 
system fitted with a PCI-2 data acquisition card was 
used for monitoring and acquiring the data of the two 
phase flow with a sample rate of 2MHz. Two Pico 
sensor with a frequency response of 150-750 kHz were 
used. This AE sensors were mounted on the top of the 
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outer face of flush mounted rings as shown in Figure 
(3), this flush mounted rings were used as waveguides 
to carry the elastic waves generated from the flow 
activities to the AE sensors. The output AE signals 
were pre-amplified at 40 dB. The experiments were 
carried out at different superficial liquid (VSL) and 
gas (VSG) velocities controlled using throttling valves 
downstream of the flow meters 
 

 
Fig.2. Experimental setup for two-phase flow regime 

recognition 
 
III. METHODOLOGY OF THE 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
 
After conducting many tests to determine the optimum 
rig design for flow regime recognition, AE Pico sensor 
were mounted on a waveguide (flush mounted) fitted 
onto the Perspex pipe section as shown in Figure (3). 
These rings constructed to allow for direct contact 
between the waveguide and the fluid passing through 
the pipe. . The AE system was programmed for a 32dB 
threshold to avoid background noise and a 2 MHz 
sampling rate. The experiment was undertaken at 
different superficial gas (VSG) and liquid (VSL) 
velocities. The superficial velocities that were 
investigated ranged from (0- 9.5) m/s VSG and (0-6.3) 
m/s VSL. It was observed that the captured AE signals 
are distinguishable. AE signals of each pair of VSL 
and VSG simulation was recorded to be analyzed 
afterward. 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A total of 627 different simulations were undertaken 
due to this experiment to cover the whole range of 
superficial gas and liquid velocities that can be 
achieved by the available facilities.  The experiment 
was started by feeding fixed 0.1m/s VSL and 
increasing VGS gradually from (0.0 m/s up to 9.5m/s) 
with an increment of 0.5m/s. Then increasing liquid 
velocity to 0.3m/s VSL and run the same VSG 
velocities. Superficial liquid velocity was increased 
with an increment of 0.2 m/s. By capturing AE signals 
of each run, there were different and easy 
distinguishable AE signals as shown in figure (4).  
From (0.1 -0.7) VSL and gas velocities less than 1m/s, 
there was no AE generated energy and the flow seems 

to be stratified flow as presented in figure (4- A). Due 
to the gradually increasing of both VSL and VSG, the 
AE, the flow starts to generate AE energy as a result of  
bubble formation, oscillation and collapse and the 
second regime (slug flow) appears from 0.3 m/s VSL 
and 1.10 m/s VSG as shown in figure (4- B). When 
liquid velocities increased to about 3m/s VSL and 
0.5m/s VSG, another regime is generated (bubble 
flow) as shown in figure (4- C). These results were 
based on the comparison between visual observation 
and the changes of AE waveform signal.  To approve 
this result, KS-test technique was employed to get 
statistical information that can enhance the basic 
results. 
 

 
Fig. 3 AE Pico sensors on flush-mounted rings installation 

 

 
Fig. 4 Original captured AE waveform signals 

 
The hypothesis Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS-test) was 
employed to differentiate the three flow regimes 
quantitatively as presented in table (1). The significant 
level (P-value) of the difference between AE 
waveform distributions is at the 5%. Figure (5- 8) 
present the overlying plots of the empirical cumulative 
density function (CDF)  and visualize the difference of 
the AE waveform signals captured due to this 
experiment.  Stratified signal was taken as a reference 
to the other signals. As shown in figure (5), stratified- 
stratified signals are almost identical even-though that 
hypothesis is rejected. The p-value is 1.6% and it is 
quite large comparing to other signals. Also the 
maximum difference appears to be (D = 0.006) which 
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relatively small comparing to distance of other signals. 
Figure (6) presents Stratified- Slug signals which 
clearly distinguished with maximum difference of 
0.5124 and the p-value of 0%. Stratified- Bubble 
signals, figure (7), also can be differentiated by 
maximum difference of 0.3274 and P-value of 0%. To 
make sure that KS-test can differentiate between the 
three signals, Slug- Bubble signals was calculated as 
presented in figure (8). The maximum difference is 
0.3739 and the P-value is 0%. This leads to the 
conclusion flow regimes of two phase flow horizontal 
pipes can be recognized by using a combination of 
acoustic emission technology and 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov technique. 
 

 
Fig..5 KS-test CDF of stratified-stratified signals 

 

 
Fig.6 KS-test CDF of stratified-slug signals 

 

 
Fig.7 KS-test CDF of stratified-bubble signals 

 
Fig.8 KS-test CDF of slug-bubble signals 

 
Table 1 

KS-test  Distance and P-value for flow regime recognition 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This work demonstrates the capability of AE 
technique to recognize flow regimes in two phase 
(gas/liquid) flow. The capability of the employed 
test-rig was to cover (0- 6) m/s VSL and (0- 9.5) m/s 
VSG which means three flow regimes (stratified, slug 
and bubble) were detected due to this study. 627 liquid 
(VSL) and gas (VSG) superficial velocities were 
investigated to cover the whole range of these flow 
regimes. KS-test was used to signify AE captured 
signals. The results show the applicability and 
effectiveness of this method to detect and recognize 
two phase flow regimes.  
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